COVID-19/URGENT

GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH
MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT

Office of the Commissioner &
Director of Municipal
Administration, AP., Guntur

CIRCULAR

Roc.No.22/42/2020/IT                         Dt.28/04/2020


Attention of all the Municipal Commissioners in the state is brought to the reference cited and hereby informed that as per the instructions of the Hon’ble Chief Minister 4.40 Crore Masks to be distributed to 1.46 Crore Urban Population @ three face masks to each individual in AP.

2. Accordingly, stitching production of masks is being carried out through SHG tailors through PD, MEPMA in Urban Areas and he will be the nodal officer for supply of masks to the Municipal Commissioners for the purpose of distribution of the masks through Ward Volunteers.

3. Therefore, Municipal Commissioners are requested to distribute the masks to all Households @ 3 per person duly keeping them in a cover at the earliest through Ward Volunteers and update the delivery status along with Photo in the App provided in the Ward Volunteers duly maintaining Social Distance while distributing the same and request the public to use the same after thoroughly washing with detergent/ Dettol.
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